Introduction {#Sec1}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {CPS}$$\end{document}$) integrate heterogeneous collaborative components that are interconnected between themselves and their physical environment. They exhibit complex behaviors that often combine discrete and continuous dynamics. The sophistication, complexity and heterogeneity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {CPS}$$\end{document}$ makes their verification a difficult task. Runtime monitoring addresses this problem by providing a formal, yet scalable, verification method. It achieves both rigor and efficiency by enabling evaluation of systems according to the properties of their individual behaviors.

In the recent past, property-based runtime monitoring of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$) \[[@CR29]\] and its variants have received considerable attention \[[@CR2], [@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR18], [@CR31]\]. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ is a formal specification language for describing properties of continuous and hybrid behaviors. In its original form, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ allows to distinguish correct from incorrect behaviors. However, the binary true/false classification may not be sufficient for real-valued behaviors. The classical satisfaction relation can be replaced by a more quantitative *robustness degree* \[[@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR18]\] of a behavior with respect to a temporal specification. The robustness degree provides a finer measure of how far is the behavior from satisfying or violating of the specification.

Here we propose a novel quantitative semantics for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ that measures the behavior mismatches in both *space* and *time*. We consider applications in which continuous $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {CPS}$$\end{document}$ behaviors are observed by a digital device. In this scenario, continuous behaviors are typically discretized, both in time and space, by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). As a consequence, we interpret $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ over discrete-time digitized behaviors.

We first propose the *weighted* edit distance as an appropriate metric for measuring similarity between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {CPS}$$\end{document}$ behaviors. The weighted edit distance has the following desirable characteristics:It is cumulative, hence it can differentiate between a single and multiple deviations from a reference behavior;It combines spatial and temporal aspects, which are both important when reasoning about CPS behaviors; andIt is defined in discrete time, which is an important aspect for the applications that we consider.We then provide the quantitative semantics for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ based on this distance and discuss the effects of sampling and quantization on the distance value. We develop an efficient online algorithm for computing the robustness degree between a behavior and an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ formula. The algorithm can be directly implemented both in software and hardware. In the former case, the implemented procedure can be connected to the simulation engine of the CPS design and used to monitor its correctness and quality. In the latter case, the resulting implementation can be deployed on the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and used to monitor real systems or design emulations. We implement the above procedure in Verilog and evaluate it on an automotive benchmark.

We now discuss the main contributions of this work. In contrast to the previous research on STL robustness, we adopt a sampled-time automata-based approach. This choice has several important consequences. First, it allows direct and uniform implementation of STL robustness monitors in both software and hardware and naturally enables monitoring in *real-time*. We implement the algorithms in Verilog and deploy them on FPGAs, thus providing an effective bridge from design-time (e.g. Simulink) to deployment-time (e.g. autonomous vehicles) quantitative monitoring. Second, the automata-based approach is capable of capturing contradictions and tautologies (by checking automata emptiness and universality) and it guarantees that two semantically-equivalent but syntactically-different specifications have the same robustness degree with respect to all behaviors. Finally, we use the weighted edit distance (WED) to reason about the similarity between behaviors and specifications that is novel in the context of STL robustness. This paper is an extended version of \[[@CR25]\]. In this paper we extend our preliminary work with new results:we provide extensive proofs of the theoretical results in \[[@CR25]\]we test our approach on an industrial case study with data taken from a real magnetic sensor and verify timing requirements of Single Edge Nibble Transmission Protocol \[[@CR24]\], which are crucial for the integrity of information transferredwe further benchmark our approach with fault-tolerant fuel control system \[[@CR5]\] model, taken from the automotive domain*Organisation of the paper* In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we present the related work while Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} provides all the necessary formal background. In Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} we introduce the notion of weighted edit distance. In Sect. [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} we propose a novel approach for computing, using the weighted edit distance, the robustness degree of a discrete signal with respect to an STL property. In Sect. [6](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"} we describe the implementation of our quantitative monitors and we demonstrate our approach on two case studies. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Sect. [7](#Sec23){ref-type="sec"}.

Related work {#Sec2}
============

The Levenshtein (edit) distance \[[@CR28]\] has been extensively used in information theory, computer science and bioinformatics for many applications, including approximate string matching, spell checking and fuzzy string searching. Levenshtein automata \[[@CR37]\] were introduced to reason about the edit distance from a reference string. A Levenshtein automaton of degree *n* for a string *w* recognizes the set of all words whose edit distance from *w* is at most *n*. A dynamic programming procedure for computing the edit distance between a string and a regular language has been proposed in \[[@CR42]\]. The problem of computing the smallest edit distance between any pair of distinct strings in a regular language has been studied in \[[@CR26]\]. In contrast to our work, these classical approaches to edit distance consider only operations with simple weights on unordered alphabets and are not applied to dynamic reactive behaviors.

The edit distance for weighted automata was studied in \[[@CR30]\], where the authors propose a procedure for computing the edit distance between weighted transducers. A space efficient algorithm for computing the edit distance between a string and a weighted automaton over a tropical semiring was developed in \[[@CR3]\]. The resulting approach is generic and allows for instance to assign an arbitrary cost to each substitution pair. However, all substitution pairs must be enumerated by separate transitions. In contrast, we consider signals with naturally ordered alphabets as input strings and hence can efficiently handle substitution over large alphabets by treating allowed input values with symbolic constraints. In addition, we use the edit distance to define the semantics of a temporal specification formalism.

The weighted Hamming and edit distances between behaviors are also proposed in \[[@CR36]\], where the authors use it to develop procedures for reasoning about the Lipshitz-robustness of Mealy machines and string transducers. The notion of robustness is different from ours, and in contrast to our work it is not computed against a specification.

The quantitative semantics for temporal logics were first proposed in \[[@CR18], [@CR35]\], with the focus on the *spatial* similarity of behaviors, given by their point-wise comparison. The spatial quantitative semantics is sensitive to phase shifts and temporal inaccuracies in behaviors---a small temporal shift in the behavior may result in a large robustness degree change. This problem was addressed in \[[@CR15]\], in which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ with spatial quantitative semantics is extended with time robustness. In \[[@CR2]\], the authors propose another approach of combining space and time robustness, by extending $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {STL}$$\end{document}$ with *averaged* temporal operators. Another approach to determining robustness of hybrid systems using self-validated arithmetics is shown in \[[@CR19]\]. Monitoring of different quantitative semantics is implemented in tools such as S-TaLiRo \[[@CR4]\] and Breach \[[@CR13]\].

The problem of online monitoring robustness was studied more recently in \[[@CR9], [@CR12]\]. The authors of \[[@CR12]\] propose an online monitoring approach that uses a predictor, which requires for the future fragment of the logic the access to a model of the system. This is in contrast to our black-box view of monitoring. In \[[@CR9]\], the authors propose an interval-based approach of online evaluation that allows estimating the minimum and the maximum robustness with respect to both the observed prefix and unobserved suffix of the trace. In our work, we do not provide such estimation about the future. Instead, our robustness value at every point in time gives the distance of the observed prefix from the satisfaction/violation of the specification.

The recent results on using Skorokhod metric \[[@CR39]\] to compute the distance between piecewise-linear or piecewise-constant continuous behaviors \[[@CR10]\] partially inspired our work. Skorokhod metric quantifies both space and time mismatches between continuous behaviors by allowing application of time distortions in behaviors in order to minimize their point-wise distance. The distortion of the timeline is achieved by applying a retiming function---a continuous bijective strictly increasing function from time domain to time domain. Given a behavior *x*(*t*), the resulting retimed behavior *r*(*x*(*t*)) preserves the values and their order but not the duration between two values. This information-preserving distance relies on continuous time and is not applicable to the discrete time domain---stretching and compressing the discrete time axis results inevitably in an information loss. Finally, the computation of the Skorokhod distance was extended to the flow-pipes in \[[@CR11]\] and to the epsilon-tubes in \[[@CR8]\],where the authors consider computing the distance between hybrid (continuous and discrete-time) signals. We are not aware of any work addressing the problem of computing the Skorokhod distance between a behavior and a temporal specification.

Our work is also related with the notions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\upvarepsilon , \uptau )$$\end{document}$-similarity (requires the retiming to be order-preserving) introduced in \[[@CR34]\] to compare two mixed-analog signals and in conformance testing \[[@CR1]\]. The parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\upvarepsilon $$\end{document}$ are used to specify how much it is allowed to wiggle in both time and space in order to transform one trace into another. The main difference with this work is that our distance provides a cumulative measure, while the other notions try to find the max possible discrepancy.

Recently published industrial case study \[[@CR38]\] shows an application of STL monitoring for verifying the sensor which uses SENT \[[@CR24]\] protocol. We regard that work as completely orthogonal to this paper. The case study focuses on qualitative monitors able to recover upon violation detection and that are able to detect and collect multiple violations in one go. The framework in that paper is limited to a particular class of asynchronous communication protocols. In contrast, this paper is about quantitative monitoring for arbitrary STL properties.

Preliminaries {#Sec3}
=============

In this section, we provide the necessary definitions to develop the algorithm presented in subsequent sections of the paper. We first shortly recall the notion of metric spaces and distances. We then define signals and signal temporal logic. Finally, we introduce a variant of symbolic and weighted symbolic automata.

Metric spaces and distances {#Sec4}
---------------------------

A metric space is a set for which distances between all elements in the set are defined.

### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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                \begin{document}$$d~:~{\mathcal {M}}\times {\mathcal {M}} \rightarrow {\mathbb {R}}$$\end{document}$ is a function that maps pairs of elements in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {M}}$$\end{document}$ is a *metric space* with the *distance measure* *d*, if (1) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {M}}$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$$M \subseteq {\mathcal {M}}$$\end{document}$, we can lift the above definition to reason about the distance between an element *m* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} d(m,M) = \inf _{m' \in M} d(m,m') \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We define the *robustness degree* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \uprho (m,M) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} d(m,{\mathcal {M}} \backslash M) &{} \text {if } m \in M \\ -d(m,M) &{} \text {otherwise} \end{array} \right. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Signals {#Sec5}
-------

Let *X* be a finite set of variables defined over some domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb {D}}$$\end{document}$. Then, a *signal* *s* is a function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb {T}}$$\end{document}$ is the time domain[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. We distinguish between *analog*, *discrete* and *digital* signals. Analog signals have continuous value and time domains. The time domain of discrete signals is the set of integers, while digital signals have in addition their value domain restricted to a finite set. Digital signals can be obtained by *sampling* and *quantization* of analog signals. The conversion of analog to digital signals is at the core of the signal processing field and is in practice done by an *analog-to-digital converter* (ADC).

Sampling is the process of reducing the continuous time in analog signals to the discrete time in the resulting discrete signal. The ideal theoretical sampling function periodically measures the value of the analog signal every *T* time units, where *T* denotes the *sampling interval*. Similarly, we denote by *f* the *sampling frequency*, that is the average number of measurements obtained by sampling in one second, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_a~:~{\mathbb {R}}_{\ge 0} \times X \rightarrow {\mathbb {R}}^{n}$$\end{document}$ and a sampling interval *T*, applying the ideal sampling function to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_a$$\end{document}$ results in a discrete signal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When sampling real-valued signals, it is impossible to maintain the arbitrary precision of its values, which consequently must be restricted to a finite set. Quantization consists of converting real values to their discrete numerical approximations, and thus allows to map discrete to digital signals. We consider the basic uniform quantization function with a *quantization step* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r \in {\mathbb {R}}$$\end{document}$. We note that the quantization can be decomposed into two stages, *classification* and *reconstruction*. The classification function *c* maps the real input value into an integer index *k*, and the reconstruction function *y* converts *k* into the actual discrete approximation of the input. Hence, we have that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \begin{array}{lcl} c(r) &{} = &{} \lfloor |r|/{\mathsf {Q}}+ 0.5 \rfloor \\ y(k) &{} = &{} {\mathsf {Q}}\cdot k \\ \end{array} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The decomposition of the quantization into two independent stages has a practical advantage---without loss of generality, we can from now directly work with digital signals obtained after the classification stage with their value domain being a finite subset of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Automata and weighted automata {#Sec7}
------------------------------

In this section, we define a variant of *symbolic automata* \[[@CR41]\] and also present its *weighted* extension. The notion of weighted automata and its well-established theory is provided in \[[@CR16]\] while symbolic weighted automata accepting input string over not necessarily finite set have been investigated in \[[@CR21]\].
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We now introduce *weighted* symbolic automata, by adding a weight function to the transitions of the symbolic automaton, relative to the consumed input letter.

### Definition 3 {#FPar3}
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Let *s* be a signal of size *l* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Weighted edit distance {#Sec8}
======================

Measuring the similarity of sequences is important in many application areas, such as information theory, spell checking and bioinformatics. The *Hamming distance* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Neither of these metrics provide satisfactory solution for comparing digitized signals. They are defined over unordered alphabets and associate fixed costs to different kinds of operations. In contrast, the value domain of digital signals admits a natural notion of a distance representing the difference between two signal valuations. In addition, the Hamming distance provides only point-wise comparisons between sequences and consequently does not account for potential timing discrepancies in the sampled signals. Two discrete signals that differ only in a constant time delay will typically have a large Hamming distance. The edit distance addresses this problem by allowing us to bridge the time shifts using insertion and deletion operations.

Inspired by \[[@CR30], [@CR36]\], we propose the *weighted edit distance* as the measure for comparing the similarity of two discrete signals. It adopts the insertion and deletion operations from the edit distance and adapts the substitution operation to the ordered alphabets. Since we consider multi-dimensional signals, we extend the cost of the substitution operation to take into account different variable valuations.

Let *X* be a finite set of variables defined over some interval domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 4 {#FPar4}
------------
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Proposition 1 {#FPar5}
-------------

The weighted edit distance is a distance.

*Remark* We chose the Manhattan distance for the substitution cost because it combines the absolute difference of several signal components.

We now further motivate the use of the weighted edit distance and discuss in more depth its characteristics. We do this by comparing the weighted edit distance ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d_{max }$$\end{document}$). In order to compare these three distances, we record the data from a device implementing an automotive communication protocol. We manually manipulate the data to illustrate specific distance properties. We note that we normalize the two cumulative distances with the total number of data samples, in order to have comparable results.

We first study the cumulative property of WED. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b depict two scenarios, both consisting of a reference ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c show three scenarios with the measured signal being equivalent to the reference signal shifted by an increasing amount, respectively. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d--f show the evolution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we illustrate the difference between the weighted edit distance and the classical edit distance ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Sampling, quantization and weighted edit distance {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------

We compute the WED between digital signals resulting from physical behavior observations after sampling and quantization. In this section, we discuss the effect of inaccuracies introduced by these operations on the WED.

Let *s* be an analog signal, *T* a sampling period and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is obvious that the actual distance between two behaviors is affected by the sampling frequency. We refer to \[[@CR40]\] for the survey on the sampling theory, a field that studies the effects of sampling continuous behaviors.

Normalized weighted edit distance {#Sec10}
---------------------------------

The weighted edit distance is an accumulative distance. It follows that the distance between two behaviors depends on several factors, including: 1) the size of the value domains; 2) the frequency at which the two signals are sampled; and 3) the total duration of the trace. For instance, the comparison of two analog behaviors sampled at two different frequencies can result in completely different absolute distance values. In order to have a more uniform robustness valuation that is less affected by the above factors, we propose *normalizing* the robustness values as follows.
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Weighted edit robustness for signal temporal logic {#Sec11}
==================================================

In this section, we propose a novel procedure for computing the *robustness degree* of a discrete signal with respect to an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|X|(v_{max }- v_{min })$$\end{document}$. In other words, the deletion and insertion costs are equal to the largest substitution cost. The rationale behind this choice is that by inserting/deleting a data point, we can add/remove the maximum value from the domain in the worst case.

From STL to weighted edit automata {#Sec12}
----------------------------------

Our procedure relies on computing the WED between a signal and a set of signals, defined by the specification. It consists of several steps, illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. We first translate the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let *X* be a set of finite variables defined over the domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the first step, we translate the STL specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Example 1 {#FPar6}
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In this step, we translate the automaton $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Example 2 {#FPar7}
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The resulting weighted automaton $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Theorem 1 {#FPar8}
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The consequence of this Theorem is that two symbolic automata that accept the same language will always give the same distance from the same input.

Computing the value of a signal in a weighted edit automaton {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------------------

We now present an on-the-fly algorithm Val, shown in Algorithm 1, that computes the value of a signal *s* in a weighted automaton $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Upon termination, the algorithm returns the minimum cost of reaching an accepting state in the automaton.

### Theorem 2 {#FPar9}
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                \begin{document}$$(s, {\mathcal {W}}) = v(s, {\mathcal {W}})$$\end{document}$.

### Theorem 3 {#FPar10}

Given a signal *s* of length *l* defined over *X* and a weighted automaton $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 3 {#FPar11}
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Implementation and case study {#Sec16}
=============================

We now describe our implementation of quantitative monitors for STL. In order to evaluate our approach, we conducted two case studies. The first case study takes specification from automotive benchmarks published in \[[@CR5]\]. In second case study we applied our quantitative monitors on Single Edge Nibble Transmission (SENT) protocol, a standard for sensor to controller communication in the automotive industry \[[@CR24]\].

In both cases, parser for STL formulas is developed in Java using ANTLR \[[@CR32]\]. In order to translate STL properties into temporal testers, we take basic temporal testers for STL operators and create their product. Then, we convert such top level temporal tester into an acceptor automaton. We use JAutomata \[[@CR22]\] library to represent the testers and the acceptors. We then generate quantitative monitor code in Verilog HDL. The resulting monitor is a hardware implementation of the weighted automata and the underlying algorithm for computing the weighted edit distance. The monitor operates at the frequency limited by the maximum achievable frequency of the FPGA.

Benchmarks for automotive systems {#Sec17}
---------------------------------

For the evaluation of our approach, we apply it to two benchmarks implemented in Matlab/Simulink and published in \[[@CR5]\].

### Automatic transmission system {#Sec18}
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We now describe the evaluation setup. We simulated the Simulink model with fixed-step sampling and recorded the results. The obtained traces, as the one shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, were then further discretized with the uniform quantization. We have obtained 751 samples from the Simulink model and normalized all variables' value domain to the interval \[0, 5000\] which is the range of RPM variable, thus achieving fair reasoning about their substitution cost. We designed a testbench in Verilog to stimulate the monitor with generated values from the Simulink model. We used Xilinx Vivado to perform monitor simulation and synthesis.Fig. 8A simulation trace *s* from the automatic transmission model and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The evaluation results are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. We tested the correctness of STL to automata translation by generating both acceptors for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Fault-tolerant fuel control system {#Sec19}

The second automotive benchmark is based on fault-tolerant fuel control system model \[[@CR5], [@CR23]\]. This system ensures proper air-to-fuel ratio in modern car engines. It must be adaptive to any kind of external failures, such as sensor failures. Since the occurrence of failures is modeled by Poisson stochastic processes, this benchmark will evaluate our quantitative monitors with a model of a Stochastic Cyber Physical System.

The system has throttle as an input which affect failure arrival rates. The change in detected fuel level can be caused either by throttle or a sensor failure. Such change directly affects air-to-fuel ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} we can observe change of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The next disturbance in the system generates more impact on air-to-fuel ratio. In this case the signal does not stabilize fast enough. Therefore the WED algorithm suggests to substitute problematic parts of the trace with correct values. Since the substitution costs accumulate, the negative robustness keeps increasing. Positive robustness equals zero throughout the simulation due to the fact that the trace is violating the formula from the start.

We report on monitor size and FPGA resource consumption in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The large negative robustness value is due to several bounded stability violations and significantly larger number of samples compared to automatic transmission system testbench. Increased resource consumption is consequence of the fact that the formula uses future time STL operators over bounded time intervals.Table 3Evaluation results for fault-tolerant fuel control system properties \[[@CR5]\]$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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SENT protocol case study {#Sec20}
------------------------

Single Edge Nibble Transmission Protocol (SENT) protocol is an industry standard SAE J2716 \[[@CR24]\] that specifies unidirectional data encoding scheme from transmitting device (typically a sensor) to a controller. It is usually found in automotive applications such as the Electronic Power Steering (EPS), or the Electronic Braking System (EBS) where sensors continuously send data to the Engine Control Unit (ECU). SENT information is encoded into frames and transmitted over a single line in serial fashion. A SENT frame consists of several consecutive components, each defined by a dedicated pulse. Presence of certain pulses, such as the pause pulse, may vary depending on the system configuration. Data is always transmitted in nibbles and encoded in data nibble pulse length (Pulse Width Modulation), regardless of the configuration. Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a SENT frame.Fig. 10A SENT frame starts with a mandatory synchronization pulse (SYNC), followed by a status nibble (ST), data nibbles (D1, D2, D3), rolling counters (RC1, RC2), bit inverse of D1 (ND1), cyclic redundancy check (CRC), and finishes with an optional pause

### Formalized SENT requirements {#Sec21}

In order to communicate without errors, SENT transmitter must comply to timing and electrical requirements specified by the standard. We focus on monitoring timing requirements of the rising and falling edges of a pulse. If these timing constraints are not met, it is not guaranteed that the controller will be able to decode the data from the pulse. A correct SENT pulse with timing requirements is shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 11SENT nibble pulse: a pulse starts ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The timing requirements of interest can be stated in natural language as follows: the fall/rise time from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Evaluation results {#Sec22}

In order to test the monitors with realistic data, we recorded output from a real magnetic sensor which implements the SENT protocol. We used the Hall-effect sensor with SENT interface from Infineon Technologies. The Hall-effect cell in this sensor measures the magnetic flux. Such information can be used for linear and angular position sensing. In the automotive domain, this sensor is used to sense steering torque and pedal and throttle position.

According to the SENT standard, devices are configured prior to operation. Therefore, we are allowed to assume that the configuration of SENT frame is static and its structure cannot change during runtime.

In Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} we can see the first SENT requirement monitored on a trace which represents a correct SENT pulse falling edge. For this pulse we compute both positive and negative robustness degree. In the beginning of the trace, the left hand side of the implication is not satisfied, therefore the entire formula is trivially satisfied and the negative robustness is zero. In contrast, the positive robustness is equal to the WED cost of creating a violating trace---which can be done simply by substituting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now analyze these results in more detail. At the moment when the left hand side of the implication becomes satisfied (dashed yellow marker in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}, the right hand side of the formula is not yet satisfied. This results in an increase of the negative robustness that comes from the accumulated WED substitution costs needed to disarm the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} we can see the rising edge timing requirement monitored on a trace which represents a violating SENT pulse. The violating pulse was artificially created from a correct trace which was recorded from the actual sensor. The violation was created by replaying the correct recorded values at a slower speed, which prolonged the rising edge length.

In this case the evolution of positive and negative robustness degree over time is converse to the previous case. The obvious difference is that the final value of the positive robustness is zero and the negative robustness degree is non-negative. This is valid result because the trace is violating the rising edge timing requirement $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} we report on FPGA resource consumption of the generated monitors. Flip-flops (FF) represent memory elements which are used to implement automaton states. Lookup tables (LUT) implement dynamic programming calculations on taking the minimum cost in every step for every state. The linear dependency between increase in number of transitions of automaton and amount of LUTs used can be observed in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The same conclusion can be drawn for the number of states and the number of FFs consumed.Table 4Evaluation results for SENT protocol properties$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions and future work {#Sec23}
===========================

In this paper, we proposed a new procedure for measuring robustness of STL properties based on the weighted edit distance. The distance is cumulative by definition which allows robustness degree to be sensitive on the number of violations of the formula. It is also sensitive to the length of the signal, but also to the sampling rate and the number of components in the signal. Distance normalization would help to obtain a uniform measure of "goodness" of a behavior. Although in this paper we focus on the quantitative semantics of STL, the weighted edit distance can be applied to other specification languages over finite signals.

Our FPGA implementation provides the possibility to quantify the distance to the violation of safety requirements in real-time on actual or emulated hardware. We have successfully demonstrated our approach to check relevant safety properties in the automotive domain, i.e. by monitoring the behavior of the engine through the observation of essential signals such as air-to-fuel ratio. Furthermore, we show that our method is also suitable to verify well-established industrial standard such as the SENT protocol.

*Future work* Treating the value domain symbolically is natural and we exploit this fact in the paper. On the other hand, combining quantitative semantics with symbolic time is not straightforward. In the qualitative case, representing the time symbolically can be done because there is a certain equivalence between states that have the same discrete location and different clock valuations, and such states can be grouped together. In the quantitative setting, this is not the case---two states with the same discrete location and different clock valuations will in general have different values and hence cannot be grouped together. Such a symbolic representation of quantitative states might be possible if some accuracy can be dropped. We will consider extending our algorithm to automata with discrete clocks.

We plan to exploit the quantitative robustness degree of our framework to gain predictive ability and extend our monitors for the system health and fail-aware applications.

A Appendix: Theorem Proofs {#Sec24}
==========================

Proposition 1 {#FPar12}
-------------

The weighted edit distance is a distance.

Proof {#FPar13}
-----
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For the next two theorems, we first prove an auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 1 {#FPar14}
-------
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Proof {#FPar15}
-----
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Theorem 1 {#FPar16}
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Due to the length of the proof, it is presented in separate appendix below.

Theorem 2 {#FPar17}
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-----
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Theorem 3 {#FPar19}
---------
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-----
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B Proof of Theorem 1 {#Sec25}
====================

In this section, we provide the proof that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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-------
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Proof {#FPar23}
-----

We prove this lemma by induction.
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Lemma 3 {#FPar28}
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Proof {#FPar29}
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The combination of Lemma [4](#FPar30){ref-type="sec"}, Corollary [2](#FPar27){ref-type="sec"}, Lemma [2](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [1](#FPar24){ref-type="sec"} constitutes the proof of Theorem [1](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}.

We use *s*(*t*) to denote the valuation vector of the variables in *X* at time *t*.
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Since *s* has only one component, we skip the variable name.
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